Exemption from quarantine in Hungary
Process step by step
Summary:
- You need to receive 2 negative PCR tests taken maximum 5 days apart
- 1 of the tests can be taken in a Schengen country, the latest test must be taken in
Hungary on your own cost.
- The price of the test is fixed, 19.500 HUF everywhere in the country
- To go for a test, you need to inform the authorities about leaving your quarantine.
Please see the steps below.
- After receiving the 2 negative results, you may request exemption from the quarantine
by the state. Please see the steps below.
- The process might take longer than the obligatory 10 days or quarantine

Step 1: You need to inform the authorities about the date and time of the test in Hungary
and need their written approval to leave the quarantine (so do no not get a fine because of
leaving your quarantine) AFTER entering the country
Please follow the steps below, on this site to inform the authorities about the test date and
time:
https://ugyintezes.police.hu/en/uj-ugy-inditasa/
 Submissions related to the epidemic control measures
 Send information about the PCR test date
 COVID-06 Reporting date and place of PCR screening of persons subject
to mandatory quarantine (no login required)
 fill all of the pages

Step 2: You are going to receive a confirmation in 24 hours by email, so you can leave your
quarantine for the test (can be in Hungarian)

Step 3: Go for the test and wait for the results
Step 4: When you have your 2 negative test results taken maximum 5 days apart (1 from a
Schengen country, 1 from Hungary OR 2 tests from Hungary) you have to upload your test
results and request exemption
Please follow the steps on this site to upload them: https://ugyintezes.police.hu/en/uj-ugyinditasa/
 Submissions related to the epidemic control measures
 Send information on the results of PCR negative tests related to border
crossing.
 COVID-08 Submitting the negative PCR test results of persons subject to
mandatory quarantine to be legally exempted from the quarantine (no login
required)
 fill the form correctly and wait for the decree by email

Step 5: The decree of quarantine exemption will be sent by the police directly to the
student, in a digital format (can be in Hungarian). You can leave your quarantine as soon as
you have this decree.
You can also ask for the help of your assigned Buddy, do not hesitate to contact them, they
will be there to help you.

You will be able to access the events of the Orientation Week online, and you will be able to
register for courses online.
Testing places
Please note that we are not in contact nor have experience with the providers below, so we do
not take the responsibility for their service. The price of the test is set by the government to
19.500 HUF everywhere.
https://medicoverkorhaz.hu/online-booking-for-coronavirus-pcr-testing/
https://www.rmc.hu/en/coronavirus-covid-19-tests
https://kelen.hu/en/registration-for-fast-antibody-or-pcr-covid-19-tests/
https://bhc.hu/en/covid-19/pcr-teszt/
https://oltokozpont.hu/en
Apply for appointment by phone on the chosen location:
https://www.synlab.hu/lakossagi/leiras/sars-cov-2-vizsgalati-helyszinek

